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FOREWORD
1. Thls ml 1itary handbook Is approved for use by the Naval Alr Systems
Conenand,Department of the Navy and 1s avallable for use by al1 Departments
and Agencies of the Department of Defense.
2. The Naval Air Englneerlng”Center developed documentation streamlinlng
methodology to Identify the mandatory requirements contatned WIthln reference
documents whlch are cited 1n, and tiered to, standardization documents
utlllzed In Naval Alr Systems Command (NAVAIR) acquisitions. The
documentation streamllnlng methodology was developed under the guidance of the
Department of Defense (DOD) Directive 5000.43 “Acqul$1tlon Streamllnlng” dated
IS January 1986. This directive establishes the pollcy for streamlining
sollcltatlon and contract requirements by specifying contract requirements In
terms of the results desired, precluding premature appl!catlon of
specifications and standards, tatlortng contract requirements and 1imlt ing the
mandatory requirements contained W1thin referenced documents. Documentation
streamlining. one aspect of acquisition streamlining, is a direct application
of the last element of DOD Dlrectlve 5000.43. The process of streamlining a
standardizatlon document provides a detailed definition of the established
requirements. The methodology ensures that the des!red products, processes
and quallty are maintained.
A streaml1ned document may contain information which has been extracted
.
from appropriate reference documents. A streamlined document, which contains
references, identifies al1 documents essential to acqulsltlon in an appendix.
The appendix is part of the streamlined document. The appendix 1Ists the
applicabl1ity (pertinent portions) of the referenced documents to the
streamlined document .
The return on investment for this program 1s a significant reduction in
acqulS1tlon costs through improved deflnitton of product/process requirements,
the eliminatlon of unnecessary requirements and document review, and
identification of the mandatory requirements contained U1thin referenced
documents. This standardized informationel imlnates the labor Intensive
process which both the contractor and the procuring activity repeat on each
new contract: the re-identification of the appl!cablllty of tier references
to each procurement specification.
3. Oocumentatlon streamlinlng should not be confused w!th tatlorlng a
contract. Tailoring contract requirements Is a seperate aspect of DOD
Directive 5000.43. Hhen a streamllned document is invoked in a contract, the
streamlined document may sti1I need tallortng.. Oocumentation streamlInlng
adds clarification and visibility to the requirements already cited in the
document. kihenthis document is invoked in a contract, it may contain a
requirement which ts not needed (!.e. Type II material cannot be used). In
such a case, the requirement must be talIored out for this contractual
application. A streamllned document facilitates tailoring of lower tier
documents by ljsting al 1 requ!red lower tier documents, and the associated
applicablelty, in a streamlining appendix which is a mandatory part of the
document.
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4. This handbook may be used as a procedural manual to perform documentation
streamlinlng. It should be used by personnel who prepare documents (i.e.
mi1itary and federal speclfications and standards). Thls handbcok should be
used to supplement the Instructions outl\ned in MIL-STD-961 “Mi1itary
Specifications and Associated Documents, Preparation of” and MIL-STD-962
“Mi1itary Standards, Handbmks, and Butletins, Preparation of” when preparlng
standardization documents.
5. Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, delettons) and any
pertinent data which may be of use in improving this document should be
addressed to: Commanding Officer, Naval Alr Engineering Center, Systems
Engineer!ng and Standardization Department, Code 53, Lakehurst, NJ 08733-5100
by using the self-addressed Standardization Document Improvement ProDosal (DD
Form 1426) appearing at the end of this document or by letter.
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1.

SCOPE

1.1 ~.
Th!s handbook provides guidance for the lmplementation of
documentation streamllning.
1.2 Purpose. The purpose of documentation streamlInlng Is to reduce
acqulSItion costs through Improved def fnltion of product/process requirements;
elimination of unnecessary requirements and document review; and
identification of the mandatory requirements contained within referenced
documents which are cited in, and tiered to, standardization documents
utilized in NAVAIR acquisitions.

I
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2.

APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

This section is not applicable to the handbook.

1.

2
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3.

DEFINITIONS

3.1 Definitions. The words defined below are used extensively throughout
this handbook. Some of the definitions are unique to either streamlining or
standardlzation and a thorough understanding of their meaning wi1I faci1itate
the use of this handbook.
a. Applicability. The applicability is the pertinent portion or portions
of a reference document that pertain to the zero tier document. The
appllcablllty reflects the tier-to-tier relationships between reference
documents.
b. Oocumentatlon streamllnlnq. The process of improving standardizatlon
documents through improved defInltlon of product/process requirements,
elimlnatlon of unnecessary requirements and reference document review, and
identifIcation of the mandatory requirements contained W1thln reference
documents whtch are clted In, and tiered to, standardization documents
utilized in NAVAIR acquisttlons.
c. Nth tier. The tier at which streamlining ends. Tiers below the Nth
tier Ml1I not be examined during documentation streamllnlng. The term “Nth
tier” Is used In thts handbook because the person performing the streamlining
WIII determine the “cut-off” tier. The examples In this handbook use the
fifth tter as the Nth (or cut-off) tier.
d. Procurement sPeclflcatlon for a 1411
ttary Spec!ficatlon(MS) drawing.
The document used to buy the Iterndescribed by an MS drawing. The procurement
speclflcatlon will contain information similar to that on the MS draw{ng, as
wel1 as performance requlrements, tests, etc. The acquisition of an item
speclfled through an MS drawing W111 not be streamlIned unti1 both the MS
drawing and the procurement.specification are streamlined. The procurement
specification Is not considered a reference document unless speclflcalIy cited
in the Notes SectIon on the MS drawing.
Reference documents. Those documents cited In Sections 3, 4 or 5 of a
doc~ment (1Isted in Section 2 or In an Appendlx) or those documents C{ted on
an MS drawing or In the Notes Section. A procurement speclflcatlon, which is
1tstealin the lower left hand corner of an MS drawing, Is not considered a
reference unless specifically cited in the Notes SectIon on the MS drawing.
f. Reference tree. A diagram which illustrates the tter-to-tter sequence
of reference documents (1.e., the fact that document A references document B,
document B references document C, etc.)(see Figure A-2).
Required reference documents. Referenced documents containing
req~;rements which are essential in acquisition to insure that the
product/process descr!bed by the zero tier document conforms to the speclfled
qualIty,”form, fit and function of the zero tier document.
h. Subsequent tiers. Documents in the second through Nth tiers comprlse
“subsequent tiers” to the documents in the first tier. Oocuments in the third
through Nth tiers comprise “subsequent tters” to the documents In the second
tier, etc.
3
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i.
Tailorinq. The process of evaluating Indlvldual potential
requlrements, of both streamlined and non-streamlined documents, to determine
their pertinence and cost effectiveness for a specific system or equipment
acquisition; and, modifying these requirements to ensure that each contributes
to an optimal balance between need and cost. The tailoring of data
requirements consists of determining the essentiality of potential CORL items
and shall be limited to the exclusion of information requirement provisions.

j. Tier of referenced documents. For documentation streamlining purposes,
specifications and standards which are streamlined in accordance with the
procedures of this Handbook are denoted as “zero tier” documents. Reference
documents cited in a zero tier document are denoted as “first tier”
references. Reference documents cited in a first tier document are denoted as
“second tier” references, etc.
k. Valid documents. For documentation streamlining purposes a valid
document does not require revision or amendment (for technical or format
changes) and there are no documents referenced which have been cancelled
without supersession.
1. Zero tier document.
the streamlining process.

The zero tier document is the document undergoing

4
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4.

GENERAL INFORMATION

4.1 00cuments to streamline. Any standardization document can be
streamlined. Any document which does not contain reference documents, and
contains the mlnlmum essential technical requirements, may be considered a
streamllned document.

4.I.I Oocument with an appendix. If a zero tier document contains an
appendix which forms a mandatory part of the document and whfch contains
reference documents, the appendlx must also be streamlined in order for the
“zero tier document to be termed a “streaml1ned” document.
4.1.2 Document with a supplement. If a zero tier document contains a
supplement which lists associated detail specifications, the documents in the
supplement should be 1Istealin the appendix generated through streamlining of
the zero tier document (see Section 5). The applicabi1ity for each document
There
listed in the supplement shall be “associated detail specification”.
is no need to review the subsequent tiers of the associated detai1
specifications.
4.2 Considerations.
streamlining:
a.

The following criteria should be considered before

Streamline documents that are valld.(see 3k.)

b. Documents which are scheduled for revision (technical/format)
should be streamlined upon completion of the technical/format changes (and
before issuance of the document).
4.3 Streamlining amendment/revision. A streamlining amendment or revision
to the zero tier document should be prepared for each zero tier document that
is streamlined. A streamllning amendment or revision may form a part”of a
technical amendment or revlslon (see 5.5).
4.3.1 Streamlined document with references. Hhen the zero tier document
contains reference documents. the streamlinlng amendment or revision wi II
include additional paragraphs for Sections 2 and 6 (see 5.5). .A streamlinlng
appendix (see 5.4), which lists required documents and corresponding
applicability, shall also form a part of the streamlining amendment or
revision.
4.3.2 Streamlined MS drawinq. Hhen the zero tier document is an MS
drawing, the streamlinlng amendment or revislon (which contalns the
streamlining appendix (see 5.4.2)), should be issued to the procurement
document. A revision to the MS drawing should be issued to identify that the
streamlining amendment or revision was Issued to the procurement document.
4.3.3
document
rev!sion
identify

Streamlined document with no references. Hhen the zero tier
contains no reference documents, the streamlining amendment or
w{II add a statement to the front cover of the zero tier document to
that the document has been streamiined (see 5.5.4).

5
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5.
5.1

DETAILED INFORMATION

First tier documents.

5.1.1 Applicability. Determine the applicablllty,of those first tier
reference documents which are requlred for acqulsition. That 1s, identify for
each required first tier document, the part (section, paragraph, method, test
or other requirement) or parts which are referenced in the zero tier
document. Prepare a general description of the applicable portion(s) of the
reference documents. This description may be a paragraph or method title,
method number or any other description which wi 11 identify the exact.
applicability of the referenced document. An entire document may be
applicable. Using the applicabi1ity, determine if it is appropriate to
extract information (see 5.1.3) or if a detailed reference (see 5.1.4) should
be used. An illustration of how to determine the appltcabi11ty of a document
is presented in Appendix A.
5.1.2 “Not Required” documents. First tier”reference documents which are
“not required” for acquisition of the product/process specified by the zero
tier document, are for use as information and guidance. Once a document has
been determined to be for information and guidance only, streamlining stops
along that “branch” of the reference tree. Thus, if a first tier reference is
“not required”, then its subsequent tiers are also “not required”.
5.1.3 Information extraction. If appropriate, extract informatlon from a
first tier document and incorporate it into the zero tier document.
Extraction is appropriate when it does not: change the meaning of the zero
tier document, contain information which is subject to revision at a later
date, jeopardize the quality of the product or process, or adversely affect
the technlcal essence or readabi1ity of the document. Normal1y, extracted
information should not exceed a page in length. If the extracted portion
contains reference documents, these documents then become first tier reference
documents in the zero tier document and must be streamlined.
5.1.4 Detailed referencing. If information extraction in accordance with
5.1.3 is not appropriate, clarify the extent to which each first tier
document pertains to the zero tier document. Use paragraph tities and/or a
more detailed explanation of exactly which part(s) of each document
(applicability) is being referenced. Avoid vague references.
Example:

Paragraph 4.6 of MIL-W-XXXXX reads:

“4.6 Humidity resistance. The coated panel shal1 be tested for
humidity resistance in accordance with MIL-H-XX.”
This is a vague reference.

A more detalled reference is:

“4.6 Humidity resistance. The coated”panel shal1 be tested for
humidity resistance in accordance with Method B, Procedure 1 of
MIL-H-XX.“

6
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5.2 Second through Nth tier documents. The next step in documentation
streamlining is to determine, for each required first tier reference, whether
the second through Nth tier reference documents, which the first tier document
references, are required or not required for acquiS1tlon.
5.2.1 Appltcablllty. An Illustration of how to determtne the
appllcabllIty of a document is presented in Appendix A. Begin with one
required first tier reference document. Examine only the portion(s) of the
first tier document that has been determined to be reaulred (i.e.. section.
paragraph, method, etc.). Determine,If there are any “reference documents “
(second tier) in the applicable portion(s), of the first tier reference, that
are required for acqutsition. If there are, prepare a description of the
applicable Information for these second tier documents, tn the manner
described by 5.1.I. Next. examine the applicable portion of one second tier
document (required reference in first tier document). Determine if there are
any reference documents (third tier) in the applicable portion(s), of the
second tier reference, that are required for acquisition. If there are,
prepare a description of the applicable information for these third tier
documents. Continue in this manner, if aDDropriate (see 5.2.2. and 5.3). to
streamiine the remaining second through Nth tier reference documents.
Throughout the review of second through Nth tier reference documents,
consideration should always be given to the tier-to-tier relationships between
reference documents (see Figure 1) (i.e.. the reason why document “A”
references document “B”, the reason why document “B” references document “C”,
etc.) These tier-to-tier relationships must be clearly understood in order to
properly assess the applicability of a required tier reference document, with
respect to the zero tier document.

. .

5.2.2 “Not Required” documents. If a reference document, in any tier, has
been determined to be “not required” (i.e., it is for use as information and
guidance in the acquisition of the product/process specified by the zero tier
document), then there are no required reference documents in subsequent tiers
of the “not required” document. Refer to Figure I, for an i1Iustration of
this point.
5.3

Special Documents - First through Nth tier.

5.3.I Required Rules and Classifications. If there are “Rules and
Classifications” that are determined to be required, they must be Iisted in
tiers
to
the Appendix (see 5.4). There is no need to review the ~ubseauent
.
. . —–the “Rules and Classifications”.
5.3.2 Material specifications. When reviewing a specification in a
subsequent tier that is used in a test that the zero tier product undergoes,
and the specification is for a basic material (i.e. acetone, alcohol , steel)
the material specification is required. However, it is not necessary to
review the subsequent tiers to the material specification. (For example, if
MIL-A-001 ‘Acid Test” is a required second tier reference and MIL-H-002
“Hydrochloric Acid” is a third tier reference which appears in the applicable
portion of hiIL-A-001
, then t41L-H-002would be required. Since MIL-H-002 is a
basic material specification that is used to perform a test on the zero tier
product, its subsequent tiers do not have to be reviewed.)
7
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S.3.3 Packaging documents. Packaqina documents referenced in SectIon 5 of
a zero tier document are required. Tie ‘Appllcability” of such documents
should be stated as follows:
“Due to the extensive number of variables associated WIth packaging,
applicable sections of packaging documents cannot be identified prior
to acquisition. Al 1 packaging requirements of the zero tier document
must be met, unless specified in the contract.”
5.3.4 International Standardization Agreements. When an International
Standardization Document pertains to a certain requirements) in a reference
document and these requirements are included in the applicable portion of that
reference document, the International Standardization Document must be listed
in the appendix with its applicability. The applicability will be the”
title(s) of the section(s) which correspond to the applicable portion of the
reference International Standardization Document. If the specific
International Standardization Document requirement can not be determined, but
there are International Standardization Oocuments invoked with the document,
the International Standardization Document wi1I be 1istealin the appendix.
The applicability should be listed as “associated document”. It is not
necessary to review subsequent tiers of the International Standardization
Document.
5.3.5 Required documents with qualification. If a required reference
document contains qualification, and the applicable portion of the document is
the qualified item, then streamlining can be stopped at that tier. There is
no need to review the subsequent tiers (see 3h) to determine if the reference
documents are required or not required for acquisition of the product/process
specified by the zero tier document. The applicability will be “Any Qualified
Product List (QPL) item”.
5.3.6 Sampling plan documents. Sampling plan documents can only be
required when they are first tier reference documents. If they appear in
subsequent tiers, they are not required.
5.4 Tabulation of streamlining information. An appendix to the zero tier
document wi11 be prepared when there are documents in the first tier. An
appendix may contain only first tier documents or first through Nth tier
documents depending on the applicabi1ity of the reference documents. The
appendix should contain information regarding which tier the document is in,
which document references it, and the extent of its applicabi1ity to the zero
tier document. The information specified throughout 5.4 is illustrated by the
Example Amendment presented in Figure 2.
5.4.1 Appendix format.
document should contain the
and a Table titled: Require
Table 1, of this handbook,
standard information to be
document types.

The Streamlining ApDendix for the zero tier
followin sections”:”Scope, Application, Oocuments
Documen s and Corresp(ridingApplicability Data.
pecifies the paragraph numbers which contain the
ncluded n the streaml ning appendix for different

8
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TABLE 1.

MIL-HDBK-800(AS) Paragraphs for a streamllnlng appendix.

MIL-HOBK-800(AS) Paraqragh Numbers
Scope
Application
Documents

Oocument Type

Mi 1Itary or Federal
Speclflcatlon
or Standard
MS Drawlngl

5.4.1.1

5.4.1.2

5.4.1.3

5.4.2.1

5.4.2.2

5.4.2.3

]NOTE: The Streaml~ninq a~~edl x for an MS dra~lna Is Issued as part of the
procurement specificatlon~

5.4.I.1 ~.

The scope of the Appendlx should be as follows 2:

“IO.
I
*.
This Appendix is a llst of documents referenced In
(DOCUMENT #) or tiered to documents referenced in (OOCLN4ENT#). These
documents have the same status as those referenced dlrectly in
(OOCUMENT #) (first tier documents). Thls Appendix Is a mandatory part
of this specification. The Information contained herein is intended
for compllance.”
5.4.1.2 Application.
as follows:

The Appendix should contain an Application paragraph

“1O.2 Application. This Appendix identifies the appllcability of the
documents referenced in (DOCUMENT #) or tiered to documents referenced
in (OOCUMENT #) through the (~)
tier. Only that portion(s) of a
document, listed in Table I of this Appendix and described in the
If
“Applicability” column, is.pertinent in the use of (OOCLIMENT#).
(OCKIN4ENT#) is tailored in acquisition, this Appendix must also be
tailored.”
5.4.1.3
follows:

Documents.

The documents paragraph of the Appendtx should be as

“20.1 Documents. The documents 1istealherein and corresponding
applicability data have been identified as required. All other
documents referenced through tiering are not considered required and
may be used for guidance and information.”
5.4.2 Appendix format for MS drawings. The Streamllning.Appendix for a
zero tier document which is an MS drawing (issued to the procurement
specification) should contain the following sections.

21n alI standard paragraphs, the proper information pertaining to the
specific document being streamlined shall be inserted for al1 underlined,
parenthetical remarks.(See 6.1.)
9
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5.4.2.1 ~.

The scope of the Appendix should be as follows:

“1O.1 scoDe. This ADDendix 1s a 1ist of documents referenced in (MS
DRAWING=r
tiered to documents referenced in (MS DRAWING #). Th=e
documents have the same status as those referenced directly in (t&
DRAWING #) (first tier documents). This Appendix is a mandatory part
of (MS DRAWING #) and (PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT #) (when used to procure
the item described by (MS DRAWING #)). The information contained
herein is intended for compliance.”
5.4.2.2 Application.
as follows:

The Appendix should contain an Application paragraph

“1O.2 Application. This Appendix identifies the applicabi1Ity of the
documents referenced in (DOCUMENT #) or tiered to documents referenced
in (DOCUMENT #), through the (~)
tier. Only that portion of a
document listed in Table I of this Appendix and described in the
“Applicability” column, is pertinent in the use of (MS DRAWING #) and
(PROCUREMENT 00CUMENT #) (when used to procure the iterndescribed by
(MS DRANING #) or (PROCUREMENT DOcUMENT #)
(MS DRAWING #)). If either
are tatlored in acquisition, this Appendix must also be tailored.”

5.4.2.3

Documents.

The documents paragraph of the Appendix should be as

follows:
“20.1 Oocuments. The documents 1istealherein, and corresponding
appllcability data have been identified as required. All other
documents referenced through tiering are not considered required and
may be used for guidance and information.“
5.4 3 Format of streamlininq information. The streamlining information
should be formatted in a Table as follows:
Table 1.
DOCUMENT NUMBER:

Required documents and corresponding applicabi1ity data.
APPLICABILITY:

DOCUMENT TITLE:

REFERENCED BY:

5.4.3.1
Format of streamlinin9 informatlon for superseded documents.
a document has been superseded, and the superseding document has been
determined to be required, it should be denoted in the Table as follows:
DOCUMENT NUMBER:

DOCUMENT TITLE:

APPLICABILITY:

ASTM E 290
(Reolaces
Method 231
of FED-STD-I51)

Semi-Guided Bend
Bend Test
Test for Ducttlitv
of Metallic !4ater~als

When

REFERENCED BY:
@J-S-766

5.4.3.2 Tier Listlnq. The streamlining information shal1 be 1isted for
each first tier reference, followed by the corresponding second through Nth
tier references, as follows:

10
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I

1,

I

First Tier (# OF # 00CLIMENTS)(ex. 2 of 8 Oocuments)
Second Tier
Third Tier
Fourth Tier
Fifth Tier
Nth Tier
5.4.3.2.1 Guidance and Information Only. The following statement (adapted
to suit) should be inserted at the end of each tier Ilstings:
“The remaining (# OF TIER) tier references, tiered to (FIRST TIER
OCUJMENT #) are for guidance and Information.”
5.4.3.3 Applicability Column Options. When the applicablelty (pertinent
portion) of a reference document contains several options (two methods,
several types, etc.) the applIcabiIity should be worded to allow for the
selection of an option(s). When etther of several reference documents can be
used, for the same applicability, all must be listed In the Appendix and each
footnoted as follows:
~/ The applIcable portion(s) of either of (REFERENCE (X3CUMENT#s)
be used.

may

5.4.3.4 Applicability for supplement documents. The applicablllty for
documents cited in a supplement should be llsted as “associated detail
speclficatlon”
5.5 Streamllnlng amendment/revlslon Information. The information In 5.5.I
and 5.5.2, in addltlon to the streamlining Appendix (see 5.4), should be part
of a streamllnlng amendment/revislon to the zero tier document. Table II
speclfles how to incorporate the streamlInlng Information into the zero tier
document. Table 111 speclfles the paragraph numbers of the standard
information to be included In SectIons 2 and 6 of a streamlIned document.
TABLE II.

Incorporation of streamllntng data.

Type of
Oocument

How to Incorporate
StreamlIning Oata

Ml 1itary or Federal
Spec!fIcatlon

Amendment or Revislon

Ml 1itary or Federal
Standard (&ok Form)

Issue
Notice or Revision

IISOrawing

Issue

Issue
Revision (excludlng Appendix)

Procurement Oocument

See applicable type of document

-
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TA8LE III.

I

MIL-HOBK-800(AS) paragraphs for Sections 2 and 6
of zero tier document.

Reference Documents
listed in Appendix
1
First Tier Documents
Only
First - Nth Tier
Documents

[

I

MIL-HDBK-800(AS) ParaaralIhNumbers
Section 2
Section 6
Section 6
Streamlining Streamlining
Tailorinq

5.5.1.1

5.”5.2

5.5.2

5.5.1.2

S.5.2

5.5.2
I

I

5.5.1 Section 2. One of the following Section 2 (Applicable Oocuments
Section) Streamlining paragraphs (5.5.1.1 or 5.5.I.2) should be used in the
Streamlining amendment/revision.
5.5.1.1 Streamlining (First Tier). The following Section 2 streamlining
paragraph should be used when a streamlined document contains a Streamlining
Appendix which lists only first tier reference documents (i.e., documents
cited in Section 2 of the streamlined document) as “required for acquisition”:
This document has been streamlined. Appendix
“2.
Streamlinlnq.
(LETTER DESIGNATOR) to (DOCUMENT f) 1ists those documents requlred for
acquisition and is a mandatory Dart of (OOCUMENT #). Al 1 other
documents, referenced through-t’iering,may be used as guidance and
information to supplement (DOCUMENT #).”
5.5.1.2 Streamlining (First through Nth Tiers). The following Section 2
streamlining paragraph (adapted to suit) should be used when a streamlined
document contains a Streamlining Appendix which lists first and subsequent
tler reference documents as “required for acquisition”.
“2.
Streamlining. This document has been streamlIned. Appendix
(LETTER DESIGNATOR) to (DOCUMENT #) 1ists those documents required for
(DOCUMENT #) acquisition and is a mandatory part of (DOCUMENT #).
Those documents 1Isted in Appendix (LETTER DESIGNATOR) have the same
status as those referenced directly in (DOCUMENT #) (first tier.
documents). Al I other documents, referenced through tiering, may be
used as guidance and information to supplement (DOCUMENT #).
5.5.2 Section 6. The following Section 6 (Notes Section) streamlining
paragraphs (adapted to suit) should be used in the streamlining
amendment/revision when a document contains a Streamlining Appendix.
“6.
Streamlininq. For (DOCUMENT #) acquisitions, the required
portions of all (DOCUMENT #) tier reference documents shal1 be limited
to the portion(s) described in the “ApplIcability” column .of Table I in
Appendix (LETTER DESIGNATOR).”
12
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“6.
Tatlorlnq. klhen(OOCUMENT #) is tailored In an acquisition,
Appendix (LETTER DESIGNATOR) must be tailored accordingly. In
particular, when Appendix (LETTER DESIGNATOR) i.staiIored, specific
‘
attention must be given to the chain of referencing. For exampie, if a
first tier reference document in (OOCUMENT #) is talIored out, all of
the reference documents which are tiered to that first tier reference
document must also be tailored out.”
5.5.3 Streamlining amendment/revision for an MS drawing. If the zero tier
document is an t4Sdrawing, the streamlining amendment/revision (which contains
the streamlining information) (see 5.4 and 5.5) should be issued to the
procurement document. A revision to the MS should be issued to identify that
the streamlining amendment/revision was issued to the procurement document.
The following statement (adapted to SU1t) should be added to the MS drawing
during the amendment/revision:
“This document has been streamlined. The Streamlinlng Appendix is
conta!ned In the revision/amendment to (PROCUREMENT 00CUMENT #) .“
5.5.3.1 Streamlining amendment/revision to a procurement specification.
Hhen a Streamlining Appendix for an MS drawing is issued to the procurement
specification. the following additional paragraphs to Section 2 and Section 6
should be included (adapted to suit) in the streamlining amendment/revision.
“2.
Streamlininq. MS (# AND TITLE), a document used in (PRCxlJREt4ENT
00CUMENT #) procurements, has been streamlined. Appendix (LETTER
DESIGNATOR) to (PROCUREMENT 00CUMENT #)1ists those documents required
for procurement of (MS ORAHING #) iternsusing (PROCUREMENT 00CUMENT #)
and forms a mandatory part of (PROCiJREMENT00CUMENT #) when procuring
(MS ORIWING#) i terns.”

“6.Streamlininq. For (MS ORAHING #) acquisitions, using
(PROCURE14ENT00CUMENT #) the required portions of al1 (MS ORAHING #)
tier reference documents shall be limited to the portions described in
the Applicabi1ity column of Table I in Appendix (LETTER DESIGNATOR) to
(PROCUREMENT 00CLN4ENT#).“
Tailorinq. Iihen(MS iNWiING #) and (PROCUREMENT 00CiJMENT#) are
“6.
tailored in an acquisition, Appendix (LETTER DESIGNATOR) must be
tailored accordingly. In particular, when Appendix (LETTER DESIGNATOR)
is tailored, specific attention must be given to the chain of
referencing.
For example, if a first tier reference document in (i&
OFWING #) is taiIored out, alI of the reference documents which are
tiered to that first tier reference document must also be tailored out.”
5.5.4 Streamlining amendment/revision for a document with no reference
documents. If the zero tier document contains no reference documents, only
the minimum essential requirements, and is technicalitycurrent, then an
amendment/revision should be issued to add the foilowing statement to the
bottom of the front page of the document.
“(OOCUMENT #) is a streamlined document.”
13
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6.

NOTES

(This section contains Information of a general or explanatory nature which
may be helpful, but is not mandatory.)
6.1 Standard required paragraphs. When an insert!on of a document number,
title, etc., into a standard paragraph is necessary, it appears as a
capitalized and underlined, parenthetic
cal remark.

Preparing Activity:
Navy - AS
(Project No. St14P-NO04)

MIL-HDBK-800(AS)

Discussion of FIGURE I: Figure 1 1Ilustrates that MIL-P-555 (second tier
reference) has been determined to be a “requlred” reference of MIL-A-123
(ftrst tier reference), with respect to MIL-P-9876 (zero tier document).
MIL-F-1OO1 (thlrd tier reference) has been determined to be a “not required”
reference of t41L-P-555,with respect to MIL-P-9876 (via the tier-tetier
relationships between MIL-P-555, MIL-A-123 and MIL-P-9876). As a result,
MIL-M-222 and HIL-P-712 (fourth tier references) and MIL-B-85, MIL-S-196 and
MIL-M-24 (fIfth tier references) are also “not required” references.

(Zero

(Ist

Tier)

“L-L

Iler)

(2nd Tier)

HIL-2-z34

141L-A-123

(other
19
documents)

141L-P-SSS

HIL-C-345

I
(3rd

T!er)

HIL
.

-77

.
P

(4th

her)

/
(not
rqul red
MIL-S-123

(5th

Tier)

MI1-I-476

I

I

I
(Imt
requl red)

I
(not
requ! red)

MI L-A-92

I
(l-lot
required)

141L-f-1001

ML-B-456

$~~red
HIL-P-456

I
HIL-A-e2

~
ML-M-222

HIL-R-79

ttl L-6-93
ltIL-Li-85
\
MI L-C:42 I

HIL-P-712

HI L-S- 196

[.

FIGURE 1.

REFERENCE TREE FOR MIL-P-9876.
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NOTE: This draft, dated April 1988, prepared
by the Systems Engineering and Standardization
Department, Naval Air Engineering Center, has
not been approved and is subject to modification.
00 NOT USE FOR ACQUISITION PURPOSES.
(Project No. 1680-XXXX)

MIL-P-t1651
AMENOMENT 2
SUPERSEDING
AMENOMENT 1
22 January 1973

MILITARY SPECIFICATION
PLATES:

IDENTIFICATION AND MODIFICATION (FOR AIRCRAFT),
INSTALLATION OF

This amendment forms a part of Military Specification MIL-P-8651,
dated 5 June 1967, and is approved for use by all Departments and
Agencies of the Department of Defense.
PAGE 1
Add the following paragraph:
2.2 Streamlining. This document has been streamlined. Appendix A
to MIL-P-8651 lists those documents required for MIL-P-8651 acquisition
and is a mandatory part of MIL-P-8651. Those documents listed in
Appendix A have the same status as those referenced directly in
MIL-P-8651 (first tier documents). All other documents, referenced
through tiering, may be used as guidance and information to supplement
MIL-P-8651.
PAGE 3
3.4.1.3, after the thtrd sentence, insert:

“If the part number of an assembly “ischanged as a result of a
modification, serialization of the new parts shall begin with number
1. However, If rework of the superseded parts is contemplated,
serialization of the new parts shall be consecutive with the superseded
part. Alternatively, a letter may be incorporated in the new part
serial number, to preclude duplication of serial numbers if superseded
parts are worked to the new part configuration.”

“

lof9
AMSC N/A
OISTR18UTION STATEMENT A.

Approved for public release; distribution is

Figure 2.

Example Amendment
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PAGE 4
Add the follow!ng paragraph:
4.2 Streaml{nlnq. For MIL-P-8651 acquisitions, the required
portions of ail MIL-P-8651 tier reference documents shall be llmited to
the portion(s) described in the “Applicability” column of Table I In
Appendix A.
Add the followlng paragraph:
4.3 Tailorlnq. )(henMIL-P-8651 1s tailored In an acqulsltion,
Appendix A must be tailored accordingly. In particular, when Appendix
A Is tailored, speclflc attention must be given to the chain of
referencing. For example, If a first tier reference document in
HIL-P-8651 Is tailored out, all of the reference documents which are
tiered to that f!rst tier reference document must also be tailored out.
Add Appendix as follows:
.,
b.

10.

APPENDIX A
STREAMLINING INFORMATION

SCOPE

10.1 w.
This Appendix 1s a list of documents referenced In MIL-P-8651 or
tiered to documents referenced In MIL-P-8651. These documents have the same
status as those referenced directly In MIL-P-8651 (first tier documents).
This Appendix Is a mandatory part of this specification. The information
contained herein 1s intended for compliance.
10.2 Appltcatlon. This Appendix identifies the applicability of the
documents referenced in NIL-P-8651.or tiered to documents referenced in
FIIL-P-8651through the fifth tier. Only that portion(s) of a document listed
in Table I of this Appendix and described In the “Appllcabllty” column, is
pertinent In the use of MIL-P-8651. If NIL-P-8651 is tailored in acquisition,
this Appendix must also be tailored.
20.

00CUMENTS

20.1 Oocuments. The documents llsted herein and corresponding applicability
data have been ldent!fled as required. All other documents referenced through
tiering are not considered required and may be used for guidance and
1nformatlon.

Figure 2.

Example Amendment
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TABLE

Recwlreddocumentsand Corresoondinq
appllcabilitv
data.

I.

00CUf4ENT
TITLE:

OOCUNENTNUMBER:

APPLItiBILITY:

REFERENCEDBY:

Entire

MI L-P-8651

First Tier (1 of 1 document)
Plate,

MS27253
Second

Tier

W-S-766

i

321

)1

MIL-P-6906
The

remaining

MS27253

Steel
Sheet,
Strip
and Piate
Corrosion
and Heat Resistant
18Cr-iO.5Ni-O.40Ti
(SAE 30321)
Soiution
Heat Treated

Requirements
and
Quaiity
Assurance
of SAE 30321

MS27253

Aluminum

Requirements
and
Quaiity
Assurance
of 1100 Series
Aiuminum

MS27253

Procurement

US27253

Third

Tier

Plates,
second

document

Ciass
321
Requirements

Steel,
Plates,
Sheets
Corrosion
Resisting

AMS 55101
(Replaces
Type
of MI L-S-6721)

@)-A-2501

Identification

tier

i100,

Plate

and

Identification,

references,

and

Sheet

Aircraft

tiered

to MS27253,

are

for

guidance

and

Oetecting
Susceptibility
to Intergranuiar
Attack
in Stainless
Steels

Practice

E

ASTM A 370

Mechanical
Testing
Steel
Products

Tensile
test

and

applicable

information.

. .

ASTM 4 262

lThe

I

portion

of

either

QJ-S-766,

of
AMS 55i0,

or

OQ-A-250/l

AMS 5510

bend

AMS 5510

may be used.
I

FIGURE 2.

Example Amendment (Continued)
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TABLE
COCIIMNT

NUMBER:

1.

Requtred

documents

and

corresponding

appllcablllty

LBJCIJMENT TITLE:

ASTM E 8
(Replaces
❑ethod
21180f
FEO-STO-151)

Tens Ion
Metalllc

Testing
of
Naterlals

AS7M E 10
(Replaces
❑ethod
242 of FEO-STO-151)

Brinell
Metallic

Hardness
Materials

ASTM E 18

Rockwell

Rockwell
(Replacesmethod
243 of FEO-STO-151) Hardness

.

of

’data

APPLICABILITY:

REFERENCE

Tension

test

00-S-766

Brinell

Hardness

W-S-766

ROCkMell

Hardness
and
Superficial
of Metallic
Materials

(continued).

Hardness

00-s-766

.
Bend

test

W-S-166

ASTM E 290
(Replaces
❑ethod
231 of FfO-STf&151)

Semi-Guided
Bend
for Ouctiiity
of
Metallic
materials

ASTM E 353

Chemical
Analysts
of Stainless,
Heat Resisting,
Maraglng,
and
Other
Slmllar
Chromlu*Nickel
Iron Alloys

A;alysls
of Carbon,
Manganese,
Sll!con.
Phosphorous,
Sulfur,
Chromium,
N!ckel,
Molybdenum,
Copper,
and Nitrogen

AHs 5510

AmS 2248

Chemical
Check Anaiysis
limits.
IWought
Corrosion
and Heat Resistant
Steels
and Alloys,
Maraglng
and
Other
Highly
Alloyed
Steels
and Iron Alloys

Composition
Variation
itmlts
for
Carbon,
Manganese,
Slllcon,
Phosphorous,
Sulfur,
Chrom!um,
Nickel,
Titanium,
No Iybdenum,
Cropper,
and Nitrogen

MS

Test
..
u

.

FIGURE 2.

Example Amendment (Continued)
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TABLE

1.

Reauired

documents

0LXLN4ENT NUMBER:

DOCUMENT TITLE:

MIS

Standards

2350

and

and

Test

QQ-A-250

Aluminum
and Aluminum
Plate
and Sheet,
General
Specification

remaining

Fourth

third

tier

references,

(continued).

APPLICABILITY:

REFERENCED

Applicable
of other

AMS S51O

Method

tiered

data

Method

Metals,

The

applicability

Methods

FED-STD-151

Test

corresoondihq

issues
documents
112

MS

Heat treatment,
Chemical
analysis
and Mechanical
tests
(tensile,
bend)

Alloy,
For

to MS27253,

are

for

guidance

and

BY:

5510

Q@ A-250/

1

information.

Tier

ASTM B 557

Tension
Testing
klrought
and Cast Aluminum
and
Magnesium
Alloy
Products

Tension ”testing
Aluminum
Ailoy
Products

ASTM E 4

Practice
for Load Verification
for Testing
Machines

Part

ASTM E 8

Methods
Metallic

ASTM E 50

Practices
for Apparatus,
Reagents,
and Safety
Precautions
for Chemical
Analysis
of Metals

of Tension
Materials

FIGURE Z.

Testing

of

ASTM E 10,
ASTM E 18

test

ASTM A 370

Safety
precautions.
purification
of
oxygen;
Reagent
No. :.. S, 8A, liB,
10, 13, io2,
104,
117.
12i.
i22.
i33;
137”and
Apparatus
3A, 3B,
B.

Example Amendment (Continued)
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TARLE
CQCUKNT

1.

‘Required
EXXUNENT

NUMBER:

documents

and

corresoondlng

C.DVl!CabllitV

data

(Continued).
REFERENCED

APPLICABILITY:

TITLE:

Practice
for Photometric
Methods
for Chemical
Analysis
of Metals

Photometers
photometric

ASTM E 83

Practice
for
Class lflcatton

Class

ASTM E 290

Semi Guided
8end Test
Ouctillty
of Hetalllc

ASTM E 350

Methods
for Chemical
Analysts
of Carbon
Steel.
Lou-Alloy
Ste@l,
Sillcone
Electrical
Steel,
Ingot
Iron and Hrought
Iron

Analysls
of
ASTM E 353
Nanganese
(Per! odate
Photometric
Method),
Phosphorous
(*lybdenum
Blue
Photometric
Method),
Sulfur
(Gravimetrlc
or
Combustion-lodate
Tltratlon
Method),
Slllcon
(Gravtmetrfc
method),
Cnpper
(SulfldePrecipitation
ElectroOeposition
Gravlmetric
or Neocuprine
Photometric
Method),
and Total
Carbon
(Combustion-Grav
lmetrlc
or
Coedsustion
Thermal
Conductivity
Method)

ASTM E 351

Method
for”Chemlcal
Analysis
of CaSt
All Types

Analysts
of Total
Carbon
(Gravtmetric
Method)
and Copper
(Neocupr\ne
Method)

Verlflcatton
and
of Extensometers

Bend

for
Materials

lrOn

and
practtce

ASTM E 353

ASTM E 60

E12 and C

test

-.

FIGURE 2.

Example Amendment (Conttnued)
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ASTH E 8,
ASTM A 370
QQ-A-250

ASTM E 353

BY:
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TABLE

I

Required

documents

and

corresDondinq

applicability

data

(continued).

ExICUMENT NUMBER:

EMXUMENT TITLE:

APPLICABILITY:

REFERENCED

ASTM E 352

Netisods
for Chemical
Analysis
of Tool Steels
and
Other
Similar
Medium and
High-Alloy
Steels

Analysis
of
Manganese,
Phosphorous,
Sulfur
(Gravimetric
Method)
and Copper
(Neocupr{ne
Method)

ASTM E 353

FEO-STD-151

Metals,

Methods

QO-A-250

MIL-H-6088

Heat Treatment
Alloys

The

rencaining

Fifth

Tier

fourth

tier

Test

Methods

references,

of

Aluminum

tiered

ASTM B 557

Tension
Testing
Cast
Aiumlnum-and
Alloy
Products

ASTM E 4

Methods
of
of Testing

ASTM E 10

Brinell
Materials

ASTM E 18

Rockwell
Superficial
Matertals

to

MS27253,

Nrought
and
Magnesium-

of

112.

Heat Treatment
-of
1100 Series
Alum)num
are

for

guidance

Tensile
response
treatment)

Verification
Machines

Hardness

111,

Metailic

Hardness
and Rockwell
Hardness
of Metailic

BY:

QQ-A-250

and

information.

Test (for
to heat

MI L-H-60B8

Testing
machines
and loading
range
and Part A or C

ASTM B 557

Hardness
response
treatment)

Test (for
to heat

MI L-H-6088

Hardness
response
treatment

Test (for
to heat

MI L-H-60B8

u

FIGURE 2.
I
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TABLE

I.

Reautred

documents

and

Corresmnd{nq

applicability

data

(continued).

APPL1CABIL17Y:

REFERENCE

Practices
for Apparatus,
Reagents
and Safety
Precautions
for
Chemical
Analysts
of Metals

5afety
precautions,
purif!catlon
of
oxygen,
Reagent
No. :
104,
1.29. 131,
132.
13!S and Acioaratus
No. :
1, 3A and”i3

A5TH

AS7M E 60

Practfce
for
for Chemical

Photometers
Photometric

ASTM E 350.
ASTM E 351.
ASTM E 352

ASTM E 83

Methods
of
Classification

ASTM E 350

Methods
for Chemical
Analysls
of
Carbon
Steel.
Low Alloy
Steel,
Stl\cone
Electrical
Steel,
Inqot
Iron and Nrought
Iron
-

Analysis
of Total
Carbon
(Combustion
Grav{metrlc
Mathod)
and Copper
(Neocuprine
Photmetrlc
Method)

ASTM E 35)

MI L-STO-1537

Electrical
conductivity
Test
Measurement
of Heat Treatment
Alumlnum
Alloys.
Eddy Current
Uethod

Call bratlon
of Eddy
Current
Equipment

MI L-H-6088

MI L-S-10699

Salts,

Class
of
(If
salt
used)

MI L-H-6088

OOCUMENT NUMEER:

0&LN4fNT

ASTM E 50

The

remaining

fifth

tter

TITLE:

Heat

references,

Photometric
Analysis
of

Methods
Metals

Verlficatlon
and
of Extensometers

Treating

tiered

(for

Class

for
of

Metals)

to MS272S3.

are

for

and
practices

02

guidance

and

Bath
is

information.

-.

I

I

FIGURE 2.’ Example Amendment (Continued)
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MIL-P-8651
AMENDMENT 2

Preparing activity:
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(Project No. 1680-XXXX)

Custodians:
Army - AV
Air Force - 26
Review activities:
Air Force - 84

Figure

2.
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APPENOIX A
APPLICABILITY DETERMINATION

10.1 ~.
This Appendix illustrates the process of determining the
applicability of reference documents: the “how-to” of streamlining. This
Aonendlx
1s not a mandatorv oart of this soeclfication. The information
---contalned herein 1s lntend~d”for guidance.”
PROCEDURE

20.

20.1 ExamDle. The process of determining the applicability of reference
documents will be Illustrated using i41L-C-8779“Color, Interior, Aircraft,
Requirements for,” as the zero tie; document. The format for the illustration
will be excerpts from actual reference documents in conjunction with a
narrative. Reference will be made to Figure A-1, the Streamlining Check-Off
Sheet. Figure A-2, a partial reference tree for MIL-C-8779 should be examined
frequently. to understand the tier-to-tier relationship being discussed.
20.2

Procedure.

Review a zero tier document by completing Steps 1-4 of the Streamlining
~heck-clffSheet.
b. Step 5 of the Check-Off Sheet (Figure A-2). Choose a first tier
reference to start the streamlining Process. For this example MIL-P-7788
“Panels, Information, Integrally Illuminated” was chosen. To determine
“How is the first tier document referenced?” an examination of the zero
tier document is necessary.
Excerpt from i41L-C-8779(zero tier document) which references
MIL-P-7788:
“3.5.1.3.1 Control Panels. The exposed surfaces and edges of
control panels mounted in consoles, pedestals or elsewhere shall be per
scheme selected from Table 11 and finished as follows:
a. Integrally illuminated lighting plates in accordance with
MIL-P-7788.
NOTE: Hhen a control panel color other than black or gray is selected,
the contrast ratios specified in HIL-P-7788 shall be adjusted by the
acquiring activity to compensate for the reduced contrast of the other
colors.”
c. Concurrently with the examination of the zero tier document, Step 6 of
Figure A-2, the determination of the applicability, can be performed.

25
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APPENDIX A

Applicability for first tier document MIL-P-7788:
“Finish Requirements: Including Surface Coating, Colors, Marking,
Contrast of Finishes and Gloss”
d. Steps 7-10 of Figure A-2 can be performed now. In this streamlining
effort it was determined that incorporation of the pertinent portions of
MIL-P-7788 into the zero tier document was not feasible. MIL-P-7788 was
referenced accurately and clearly, therefore detailed referencing was not
necessary.
e. Step 11 of Figure A-2. “Are there any documents referenced in the
applicable portion of the first tier reference?”
Portion of MIL-P-7788 (first tier document) described by the
applicability:

“ 3.4.3

Finish.

3.4.3.1 Surface coatlnq. Except for the markings, those areas
required for lighting functions, and the circuit board in Type V
panels; all surfaces of each panel shall be coated with the same opaque
material of the color specified in 3.4.3.2 for the background of the
front of the panel.
3.4.3.2 m.
The background of the front side of each black
panel shall be flnlshed with black. The background of the front side
of each gray panel shail be finished with gray. The markings on each
panel shall be finished with white, except prominence stripes, which
shall be finished with yellow. The external finish of any lampholder
and attaching hardware shall correspond to the background color of the
panel excluding circuit board.
3.4.3.3 Markinq. The markings on the panel shall conform to
MIL-M-18012. The marking shall not be deeper than 0.005 inch. All
markings shall be sharply defined and readable when viewed at any angle
up to and includtng 60 degrees from the normal to the plane of the
front face of the panel.
3.4.3.4 Contrast of finishes. “The daylight contrast between
markings and background on the panel shall be determined with the panel
llghting system inoperative. Contrast (C) is defined as:

c .%+
where B1 is the average brightness of the background immediately
surrounding the marking and B2 is the average brightness of the
marking. The contrast value determined shall be at least 9 for black
panels and 2.5 for gray panels.
26
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The gloss of the background of the panel shall not
3.4.3.5 ~.
exceed 5 units when measured by the American Society for Testing
Materials Standard Method D523 (60”).”
There are two reference documents In the applicable portion of
MIL-P-7788 (MIL-M-18012 and ASTM O 523) which may be required
documents. No other documents tiered to MIL-P-7788 need to be examined
(See Figure A-1) since they do not appear in the applicable portion.
f. Steps 12-15 of Figure A-2 should be carrted out for both 141
L-M-18012
O 523 similar to the methods outllned In parts b-e of Appendix A.
and ASTIII
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Streamlining Review should include:

1.

Check all first tier references. Have any been cancelled without
replacement? If yes, stop streamlining.

2.

Identify the technical plans for the document. If it is to be
revised within the year, put streamlining action on hold until
coordination draft is complete.

3.

Check through the document to see if Section 2 is accurate (all
documents referenced in Sections 3, 4 and 5 only are listed).
Eliminate those documents that don’t belong. Add those documents
that do belong.

4.

Become familiar with your document.

Read it!

●

Applicability determination (to be done for each and every first tier
..
document).
5.

How is the fiist ‘tier document referenced?

6.

Is there any particular part of the document referenced? If SO,
this is the applicability (pertinent portion). Determine this by
examining both the zero tier document and the first tier reference.

7.

Check all instances where the document is referenced.

8.

If there isn’t a particular part referenced, identify the pertinent
portions.

9.

Can the pertinent portions be incorporated into the zero tier
document? (Remember.-.do not incorporate information which will be
subject to revision at a later date.)

10.

Can detailed referencing be used to clarify applicability?

Applicability determination (to be done for each and every 2nd through 5th
tier document).
11
‘—

Are there any documents referenced in the applicable portion of the
first tier reference?

12.

How is the document referenced?

13.

Is there any particular part of the document referenced?
this is the applicability (pertinent portion).

Figure A-1.

Streamlining Check-Off Sheet.
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14.

Check all

instances where the document Is referenced.

15.

If there
portions

sn’t a particular Part referenced, identify the pertinent

AmendmentlRev\slon i formation.
16.

SectIon 2 paragraph (adapted to suit)

Il.—

section 6 paragraphs (adapted to suit)

18.

Include detailed referencing changes.

19.

Appendix:
suit).

20.

Appendix information using the following sequence to compile the
appendix information.

Table I.
Oocument No.:

Scope, Application and Oocuments paragraphs (adapted to

Reauired Oocuments and Corresponding Applicability Data.
Applicability:

Oocument Title:

Referenced 8y:

First tier (lst document)
Second tier
Third tier
Fourth tier
Fifth tier

(all documents for

first “lst tier” document)

First tier (2nd document)
Second tier
Third tier
fourth tier
Fifth tier

(all documents for second “lst tier” document)

First tier (3rd document)
Second tier
Third tier
Fourth tier
Fifth tier
Continue for”all 1st tier documents

Figure A-1.

Streamlining Check-Off Sheet (cont.).
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.

MIL-HDBK-800(AS)

MIL-C-8779

MIL-P-7788
(1 of 9 first tier documents)

I
(second tier)

MIL-L-25467
MIL-P-13949—
MIL-I-46058
MIL-C-55302/10
MIL-C-55032/109
FED-STO-595
MIL-STD-10
MIL-STD-129
MIL-STO-130
MIL-STD-l43
MIL-STD-202
MIL-STO-411
a
MIL-STO-454

C-F-206
L-P-380
P-c-444
TT-T-266
H-L-111
MIL-P-116
MIL-D-1OOO
MIL-P-5425
MIL-L-6081
MIL-C-6781
MIL-H-7083
MIL-P-13949
—MIL-M-18012
MIL-C-2505
!!

MIL-STD-704
MIL-STD-794
MIL-STO-81O
MS3338
MS3498
MS24367
MS245~5 .
MS2501b
MS25237
MS90335
MS90451
MS90452
‘ASTM
D *523

(third tier)

+

MIL-C-6781
MIL-P-7788
MIL-STO-203
MIL-STO-250
MIL-STO-411
MS33558
MS33585

Figure A-2.

ASTM D 82
ASTM E 97
?
ASTM E 430

Partial Reference Tree for MIL-C-8779.
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